Purpose: Together with the development of MRI contrasts that are inherently small in their magnitude, increased magnetic field accuracy is also required. Hence, mapping of the static magnetic field (B 0 ) and the excitation field (B 1 ) is not only important to feedback shim algorithms, but also for postprocess contrast-correction procedures. Methods: A novel field-inhomogeneity mapping method is presented that allows simultaneous mapping of the water shift and B 1 (WASABI) using an off-resonant rectangular preparation pulse. The induced Rabi oscillations lead to a sinc-like spectrum in the frequency-offset dimension and allow for determination of B 0 by its symmetry axis and of B 1 by its oscillation frequency. Results: Stability of the WASABI method with regard to the influences of T 1 , T 2 , magnetization transfer, and repetition time was investigated and its convergence interval was verified. B 0 and B 1 maps obtained simultaneously by means of WASABI in the human brain at 3 T and 7 T can compete well with maps obtained by standard methods. Finally, the method was applied successfully for B 0 and B 1 correction of chemical exchange saturation transfer MRI (CEST-MRI) data of the human brain. Conclusion: The proposed WASABI method yields a novel simultaneous B 0 and B 1 mapping within 1 min that is robust and easy to implement. Magn Reson Med 77:571-580, 2017.
INTRODUCTION
The homogeneity of the static magnetic (B 0 ) and radiofrequency (RF) transmit (B 1 ) field are important quality parameters of MR scanners and coil systems. However, with the tendency to ultrahigh field strength (!7 T) B 0 and B 1 inhomogeneities also increase. As these inhomogeneities affect the MRI contrast -especially in diffusionweighted imaging (DWI) and chemical exchange saturation transfer (CEST) imaging -several methods have been developed to compensate for these inhomogeneities.
Basically, these can be divided into two approaches: (1) preacquisition and acquisition methods that directly improve the field homogeneities before or during the measurement such as B 0 shim and parallel transmit technologies (also known as "B 1 shim"), and (2) postprocess correction methods that map and compensate for the inhomogeneities in the acquired data; examples are B 0 and/or B 1 correction of CEST (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) and DWI (9-11) contrasts, correction of B 0 -inhomogeneity effects in MR thermometry (12) and MR spectroscopic imaging (13) , or B 0 and B 1 correction of T 2 maps, employed, eg, in threedimensional (3D) polymer-gel dosimetry (14) . In any case, information about the actual spatial distribution of the B 0 and/or B 1 fields is needed. Usually, those B 0 and B 1 maps are acquired separately using two different MR sequences. Most approaches for B 0 mapping employ phase maps, while common B 1 mapping methods can generally be classified in either magnitude or phasebased methods. Most of the published methods belong to the first class, including all methods that rely on the double-angle method (15) , which uses the ratio of two or more magnitude images to estimate local flip angles (16, 17) . Moreover, a comparison of spin-echo and stimulated-echo magnitude images can be employed to calculate field maps (18) . The phase-based methods include, for example, the Bloch-Siegert shift method (BSS) (19) or methods that use phase information created by frequency-modulated pulses (20) .
Here we propose a novel method based on Rabi oscillations resulting from off-resonant irradiation that allows the mapping of the water frequency shift (dv) and B 1 amplitude (WASABI) simultaneously. The employed MR sequence is a simple magnetization-prepared sequence similar to a magnetization transfer (MT) or CEST sequence. It consists of a short preparation block (one rectangular pulse with pulse duration t p ¼ 5 ms and nominal RF amplitude B 1 ¼ 3.7 mT), followed by a spoiler gradient and a conventional MRI readout. Sampling of several frequency offsets around the water resonance reveals the sinc-shaped saturation spectrum of the pulse, from which the absolute water frequency v 0 and the B 1 amplitude can be derived.
First, we show how this presaturation scheme can be described mathematically, and how experimental data can be fitted. Second, we investigate the stability of the WASABI approach with regard to the influences of T 1 , T 2 , MT, and repetition time. Finally, we present a simple implementation of WASABI using a gradient echo (GRE) based CEST-MRI sequence that is well-suited for wholebody scanners. It turns out that both B 0 and B 1 maps obtained by WASABI can compete well with maps obtained by standard methods. As a potential application, the correction of field-inhomogeneity effects in CEST-MRI contrast in the human brain at B 0 ¼ 7 T is demonstrated. Issues concerning scanning time are also discussed.
METHODS

Mathematical Description and Fit Model
Following the approach of Haacke et al, the Bloch equations in the case of short off-resonant irradiation can be solved by neglecting T 1 and T 2 relaxation. Defining a(t) as the angle between the z-axis andM ðtÞ (Fig. 1) yields the following expression for the z-magnetization after a block pulse of duration t p (21) we obtain
The quantity Dv ¼ v rf À v 0 is the radiofrequency offset relative to the Larmor frequency v 0 (for 1 H:
To consider the initial magnetization and relaxation influences during the pulse, we introduce the fit parameters c and d in Eq. [3] . B 0 inhomogeneities cause an additional shift dv of the frequency in each voxel. Therefore, the actual frequency offset in a voxel is given by Dv À dv, leading to
With Dv and the pulse duration t p as the input, this is a model with four free parameters: c, d, B 1 , and dv. While the parameters c and d describe solely the amplitude modulation independent of the frequency offset, the parameter B 1 changes the periodicity and dv the symmetry axis of the function (Fig. 2) . By sampling ZðDvÞ for several frequency offsets around the Larmor frequency of water protons, both the water frequency shift dv and the B 1 amplitude of the pulse can be determined simultaneously. Passing the adjusted resonance frequency of the measurement system allows the conversion of the determined water-frequency shift dv into the absolute water frequency v 0 and therefore the actual field strength B 0 .
Bloch Simulations
For simulations, the Bloch-McConnell equations were solved using the expm function of MATLAB (MATLAB R2015a, Natick, Massachusetts) assuming a two-pool model with a bulk water and a MT pool (22 spaced between À2 and þ2 ppm in steps of 0.05 ppm, and a recovery time (t rec ) ¼ 3 s was included between the different offsets, allowing the magnetization to recover. The initial magnetization before the recovery time was 0.1ÁM 0 . Using these settings, the Z-spectra for different RF amplitudes B 1 (Fig. 3a) , water-frequency shifts dv (Fig. 3b) , field strengths B 0 (Fig. 3c) , pulse durations t p (Fig. 3d) , longitudinal and transversal relaxation times T 1 and T 2 ( Fig. 4a  and 4b ), recovery times t rec (Fig. 4c) , and different MT pool-size fractions f B (Fig. 4d) have been simulated. 
Volunteers
MR measurements were performed on three healthy male volunteers (age 24 6 5 years). The examinations were approved by the local ethics committee of the Medical Faculty at the University of Heidelberg.
MR Measurements
All measurements were performed on whole-body MRI scanners with static field strengths B 0 ¼ 3 T (Biograph mMR, Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany) and B 0 ¼ 7 T (MAGNETOM, Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany), respectively, using a 16-channel head/neck coil at the 3T scanner and a transmit and receive (Tx: 1 channel, Rx: 24 channel) head coil at the 7T scanner.
B 0 and B 1 Mapping
The MR sequence used for WASABI measurements is similar to a CEST sequence and consists of a short preparation block followed by a conventional MRI readout. For the MRI readout, a two-dimensional (2D) single-shot gradient echo sequence (GRE) as described in Ref. 24 ) was applied. Sampling of various offsets (n ¼ 7-81) was performed equidistantly between Dv ¼ 61.5 ppm and Dv ¼ 62 ppm at 7 T and 3 T, respectively. An additional M 0 image at Dv ¼ -300 ppm was acquired for normalization. For comparison of B 1 inhomogeneity maps, the Bloch-Siegert Shift (BSS) method was employed, using the same FOV and matrix size as for the WASABI measurements. The BSS method was chosen as reference, because it is a fast and robust method, which is in good agreement with the widely used double-angle method (19) . The parameters of the used off-resonant Fermi-shaped pulse were peak amplitude B 1,max ¼ 10 mT, off-resonance frequency v RF ¼ 6 kHz. The Ernst angle was chosen as the imaging flip angle, and T E and T R were chosen as short as possible: T E ¼ 12 ms, T R ¼ 585 ms at B 0 ¼ 7 T and T R ¼ 300 ms at B 0 ¼ 3 T. For comparison of B 0 inhomogeneity maps, an appropriately tuned version of the water saturation shift referencing (WASSR) method (1) (1 Gaussian-shaped pulse, t p ¼ 25 ms, nominal B 1 ¼ 0.2 mT) was employed using the same imaging readout and the same frequency offsets as for the WASABI measurements. Measurement times were approximately 2:35 min for each WASABI and WASSR, and approximately 2:30 min for the BSS method.
CEST Measurements
For CEST measurements, the same GRE sequence as for the WASABI was employed. The imaging parameters were T E ¼ 3.1 ms, T R ¼ 6. 4 
Data Analysis
All data analyses were performed using self-written software in MATLAB. Analysis of measured WASABI data can be separated into the following steps: First, voxels in the M 0 image with intensities smaller than 10% of the maximum intensity were assumed to be background and excluded from the analysis. Second, the intensities of all remaining voxels were normalized using the M 0 image acquired at Dv ¼ À300 ppm. In the third step, a lookup table with Z-spectra for all possible combinations of the four fit parameters c, d, B 1 , and dv was created to increase the robustness and efficiency of the fitting process. The lockup- In the next step, the parameter set with the lowest absolute difference between the simulated Zspectrum and the measured data was determined for each voxel. Finally, Eq. [3] was fitted to the acquired data of each voxel using the parameter sets determined in the previous step as the starting parameters for the fit. The fit yielded simultaneously the maps of the four fit parameters including the water-frequency shift (dv) and the B 1 amplitude. As an optimization algorithm, a LevenbergMarquardt algorithm (25) was employed. Data analysis of WASSR and BSS data was performed as described in the original publications of Kim et al (1) and Sacolick et al (19) , respectively. The phase-unwrapping algorithm used for the analysis of the BSS data is based on Maier et al (26) . In the end, the mask generated in the first step of the WASABI data analysis was applied to the maps obtained by application of WASSR and BSS.
RESULTS
Bloch-McConnell Simulations
As predicted by the analytical expression (Eq. [2] ), the simulated Z-spectra (using the full Bloch-McConnell equation system) vary upon changes of the RF amplitude B 1 (Fig. 3a) and the water-frequency shift dv (Fig. 3b) . A decrease in the static magnetic field strength B 0 causes a broadening of the spectral response (Fig. 3c) , which can in principle be adapted by adjusting the pulse duration t p (Fig. 3d) . The offset range to be sampled is defined by the expected shift of the water frequency. For in vivo measurements in the brain at high and ultrahigh-field whole-body scanners, we assumed a maximum shift of approximately 61 ppm, and hence sampled the offsets between 6 1.5 ppm at B 0 ¼ 7 T and 6 2.0 ppm at 3 T, keeping a constant pulse duration (t p ¼ 5 ms) and constant RF amplitude (B 1 ¼ 3.7 mT). This yields an appropriate sampling of the induced Rabi oscillations at both field strengths.
To verify the robustness of the WASABI method against changes in relaxation parameters, we performed additional simulations. Figure 4 shows the simulated Zspectra for various T 1 and T 2 relaxation times ( Fig. 4a  and 4b ), recovery times t rec (Fig. 4c) , and MT pool-size fractions f B (Fig. 4d) . Especially for changes of T 1 , T 2 , and t rec , the shape of the Z-spectra varies significantly with respect to baseline and amplitude of the induced Rabi oscillations. However, the symmetry axis and the periodicity of the Z-spectra appear to remain unaffected. Therefore, these variations should be compensated by the fit parameters c and d and have no influence on the obtained values of dv and B 1 . To prove this, we performed further simulations by varying T 1 , T 2 , t rec , and f B over large ranges and fitted the generated Z-spectra using Eq. [3] . Figure 5 shows the fit results for c, d, and the relative B 1 amplitude (rB 1 ) plotted as a function of T 1 , T 2 , t rec , and f B . As the fit results for dv were smaller than 10 À9 in all cases, the fitted dv are not shown. For the complete range of simulated T 1 and t rec (both 0.1-10 s), the variations in the simulated Z-spectra were compensated by the fit parameters c and d. Changes in both parameters become prominent for t rec < 3ÁT 1 , which reflects the actual recovery state; this indicates that the added parameters correctly compensate for relaxation effects. However, observed deviations of fitted rB 1 are smaller than 1% for the complete parameter range (Fig.  5a and 5c ). This also applies to simulated T 2 (0.045-10 s) and f B (0-45%). For T 2 between 45 and 20 ms, deviations remain smaller than 2% and smaller than 5% for simulated values shorter than 20 ms. As all simulations were performed under conditions of optimum signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), we also investigated the influence of the SNR on the fitted parameters. The outcome of these simulations is included in the Supporting Material (Sup. Fig. S1 ). The simulations show that a SNR > 20 is required for reliable determination of rB 1 and dv.
Application of WASABI in Vivo
The introduction of the fit parameters c and d thus allowed quantitative access to the water-frequency shift dv and RF amplitude B 1 in vivo. Figure 6a and 6b shows the acquired data (red dots) of two representative voxels in the brain of a healthy volunteer at B 0 ¼ 3 T. Although the shape of both Z-spectra is completely different, the WASABI fit (solid blue lines) matches the measured data very well. Pixel-wise evaluation yields the four simultaneously generated parameter maps displayed in Figure  6c -6f. Both the dv and rB 1 map appear smooth and show no anatomical structure. As expected, all relaxation influences appear to be modeled by the fit parameters c and d, leading to some anatomical contrast resolved in the maps of c (Fig. 6e) and d (Fig. 6f) .
Comparison with WASSR and BSS at 3 T and 7 T
The dv and rB 1 maps obtained by the WASABI method could now directly be compared with the outcome of alternative mapping techniques, namely, the WASSR method for dv mapping and the BSS method for B 1 mapping. All maps obtained by WASABI, WASSR, and BSS are presented in Figure 7a mT in the second ROI. Accordingly, the uncorrected ROIaveraged Z-spectra displayed in Figure 9a do not match. After correction for B 0 inhomogeneities by linear interpolation and frequency shift, the symmetry axes of both Zspectra agree well. However, Figure 9b reveals that offresonant Z-values still differ as a consequence of unequal labeling expected from the discrepancy of rB 1 in both ROIs (27) (28) (29) . Therefore, the B 0 -corrected Z-spectra were further corrected for B 1 inhomogeneities by means of the 5-point Z-B 1 -correction proposed by Windschuh et al (5) . Employing the obtained B 1 values (B 1 ¼ 0.5 mT, 0.65 mT, 0.80 mT, 0.95 mT, and 1.10 mT), the Z-spectra of all voxels were interpolated to B 1 ¼ 0.65 mT, leading to a very good match of the two ROI-averaged Z-spectra (Fig. 9c) .
DISCUSSION
In this study we introduce a new method for simultaneous mapping of the water-frequency shift and the RF amplitude based on Rabi oscillations induced by offresonant irradiation. This so-called WASABI method samples the data Z(Dv) at several frequency offsets around the water proton resonance after off-resonant irradiation with a short rectangular pulse. The quasi sincshaped spectral response to this excitation yields values of dv and B 1 , which are encoded in the shift of the symmetry axis and the periodicity of the function Z(Dv), respectively (Fig. 2) .
B 1 Mapping
Various B 1 -mapping methods have been developed so far, most of which employ magnitude information; others use phase information. Our WASABI method is a hybrid method, insofar as it uses the signal magnitude modulated by irradiation of an off-resonant rectangular pulse. A limitation of all approaches that rely on magnitude is that absolute values depend on T 1 (and hence on the repetition time TR) and on relaxation during the RF pulses. Following the rule, "never measure intensities but frequencies," the WASABI method translates the B 1 dimension to the better-defined Larmor frequency dimension. Thus, WASABI overcomes this problem, because the frequency of the sinc-like response does not depend on relaxation. By introducing the two additional-fit parameters c and d in Eq. [3] , a model could be established that compensates for the relaxation effects. This could be verified by fitting relaxation-affected data using the final WASABI equation (Eq. [3] ) with less than 1% deviations in dv and rB 1 (Fig. 5) , independent of varied relaxation parameters. Likewise, WASABI applied to in vivo data showed structural contrast only in the maps of c and d (Fig. 6) . The obtained maps for parameters c and d show larger values mostly in white-matter regions, where T 1 is expected to be smaller compared with gray matter (23) . This is in agreement with the simulations shown in Figure 5a , where we observed decreasing values of parameters c and d for increasing T 1 .
B 0 Mapping
Traditional field-mapping approaches are used primarily for B 0 shim; therefore, a relative inhomogeneity map is sufficient instead of an absolute water-frequency map. However, in some applications, knowledge about the exact water-frequency shift in each voxel is needed, as demonstrated for the correction of CEST Z-spectra in this study. Another method that enables water-frequency-shift mapping is the WASSR method (1), which employs off-resonant low-power RF pulses to acquire pure direct-water-saturation images. Analogous to WASABI, sampling of several frequency offsets around the water resonance leads to a Z-spectrum that is symmetric, and, in the case of WASSR, minimal at the actual water proton frequency in the voxel. Even though the effective SNR can be increased by Lorentzian fitting (30, 31) , determination of a minimum in principle suffers from low SNR. Still, WASSR is used widely in CEST studies, as the image contrast and the WASSR Z-spectrum, according to Kim et al, can be obtained "using identical acquisition schemes, avoiding a mismatch in field-based image distortions between the two data sets" (1). This statement also holds for WASABI, where, contrary to WASSR, the information about the symmetry axis is additionally stored in the maxima of the induced Rabi oscillations. The SNR of the maxima can be adjusted more effectively, eg, by T R (Fig. 4c) . Similar to WASSR, WASABI can also be used for quantitative susceptibility mapping (31) .
Simple and Simultaneous B 1 and B 0 Mapping
In terms of scanning time, flip-angle methods for B 1 mapping and phase methods for B 0 mapping are by far faster than WASABI with approximately two readout scans for both conventional B 0 and B 1 mapping, but approximately 20 readouts for WASABI. For example, the dual refocusing echo acquisition mode (DREAM) (32) method allows B 1 mapping of the entire human brain in less than 20 s, and is therefore up to one order of magnitude faster than WASABI, even if the latter is optimized. Therefore, WASABI may not be the method of choice if measurement time is crucial, but WASABI has several benefits: The first benefit is the simultaneous generation of B 0 and B 1 maps. Because the position of the symmetry axis and the frequency are independent features, possible B 1 inhomogeneities do not affect the determination of B 0 and vice versa. This is rather a problem of other field-mapping methods. The second benefit is that the implementation of WASABI is simple -and using magnitude images -does not depend, in principle, on the readout mode of image data. This allows the use of only slightly modified sequences for B 0 and B 1 mapping compared with the sequences required for acquisition of magnetization-prepared MRI contrasts. The third benefit is that the employed preparation pulse has the same power and duration for all irradiated offsets, which is beneficial because (1) relaxation during the preparation pulse is always the same; and (2) by using a single power level, any nonlinearity in the RF amplifier does not affect the determination of B 1 . Last but not least, storing information in the z-magnetization has the benefit that a delay between the magnetization preparation and the image readout can be inserted to avoid potential field distortions resulting from eddy currents.
Limitations and Convergence Intervals
The WASABI method is prone to influences of the starting values of the fit because of the nonlinearity of the signal model (Eq. [3] ). To avoid local minima during the fitting process, a lookup table with WASABI Z-spectra for all possible combinations of the four fit parameters dv, rB 1 , c, and d was created before applying the actual fitting algorithm. The best match of this preoptimization leads to good start values for each voxel and is necessary to provide a robust outcome of the fitting process.
To accelerate the WASABI sequence, both the recovery time and the number of sampled offsets can be reduced (Fig. 10) . As expected, the mean deviation increases with decreasing t rec (Fig. 10a) or less offsets (Fig. 10b) , but deviations of B 1 and dv remain below 0.5% and 2 Hz, respectively, for t rec ! 2 s and n ! 21. Hence, we suggest the following settings for fast and reliable fieldinhomogeneity mapping in the human brain by means of WASABI: pulse duration t p ¼ 5 ms, RF amplitude B 1 ¼ 3.7 mT, offset range Dv ¼ À2 to 2 ppm at 3 T and Dv ¼ À1.5 to 1.5 ppm at 7 T, number of offsets n ! 21, recovery time between the different offsets t rec ! 2 s (in general we suggest t rec ! T 1 ; see also Figs. 4 and 5) . These values lead to a total acquisition time of approximately 1 min using a GRE readout. Because WASABI is fully compatible with any imaging readout (eg, echo planar imaging (EPI)) or imaging acceleration method, a further decrease of the acquisition time or an increased number of measured slices is possible. These are rules that apply to studies of the human brain; in other organs the offset range and the number of offsets might need to be adjusted because of larger inhomogeneities or different SNR.
Altogether, the proposed WASABI method is in good agreement with alternative B 0 and B 1 mapping techniques (Figs. 7 and 8 ). For a better understanding of the remaining deviations and a judgment about accuracy and dynamic range, a comprehensive study is required, including a comparison of different optimized mapping techniques. In particular, the widely used double-flip angle methods for B 1 mapping (15-17) should be compared with WASABI with field probes as a reference. We believe that for fast B 1 and B 0 field estimates, double-flip angle methods and conventional phase maps are useful, but because of the benefits described previously, the WASABI method forms a valuable alternative especially for precise and independent mapping of B 1 and B 0 .
Application for CEST Correction
The application of WASABI maps to inhomogeneityartifact correction of CEST data showed clear improvement of the data. Based on a CEST or MT sequence, the WASABI method is easy to realize and is compatible with former correction algorithms for B 0 (1-3) and B 1 (3) (4) (5) applied to CEST data. However, the correction of CEST data is only one of the possible applications of WASABI.
CONCLUSIONS
We describe a new method for B 0 and B 1 mapping based on off-resonant irradiation by means of a short rectangular pulse. With an approximate measurement time of 1 min in single-slice mode, the WASABI method is not the fastest field-mapping approach; however, it yields B 0 and B 1 maps simultaneously and is easy to implement for different imaging readouts. A comparison with the outcome of WASSR B 0 mapping and Bloch-Siegert B 1 mapping in studies with human volunteers at 3 T and 7 T showed that the method is well-suited for in vivo applications. The methods permit not only the tracking of field inhomogeneities, but also the correction of MR image contrasts as demonstrated for the case of B 0 and B 1 correction of CEST-MRI data.
SUPPORTING INFORMATION
Additional Supporting Information may be found in the online version of this article. Fig. S1 . Deviations of the fitted WASABI parameters obtained for different SNR between 5 and 50 to the values obtained for optimum SNR. For each data point, 10000 spectra with well-defined SNR were simulated and fitted using Eq. 3. The mean deviations and the standard deviations of the mean deviations are shown for rB 1 (a), dx (b), parameter c (c), and parameter d (d). For SNR > 20, the mean deviations of rB 1 and dx remain unaffected and the standard deviations of the mean deviations are smaller than 0.5% for fitted rB 1 and smaller than 0.5 Hz for fitted dx. The sequence and systems settings are the same as in Figs. 3 and 4 .
